



VIDEO 1  JOURNAL + GUIDE 
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Video 1 goes into detail about what your MUSE is. Here are 
a few FAQ’s to reference.  

+What is a MUSE? Your MUSE is a special, divine force that  
brings you creative gifts, downloads and a special energetic, 

imaginative state. 

+Is my MUSE a person? A spirit? No. Your MUSE is made up 
of a special intelligence that is not in human or spirit form but 

is it’s own unique energy. 

+Does my MUSE work with anyone else? No! Your  MUSE 
works only with you & your energy.  

+Does my MUSE ever leave me? Absolutely not. She will be 
with you forever! 

+How do I know when my MUSE is around? Video 1 goes 
over  this in detail. You will feel electric, creative, in the flow, 
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focused, excited, and have new ideas or thoughts that will help 
you in all things Life Purpose!  

+How long does my MUSE stay around me? That is up to 
your MUSE. Sometimes it can be a few moments, other times it 

can be a full day.  

+How do I connect with her? Your MUSE will strike you in 
perfect, divine timing in your life. To connect with her when 
you are in her presence means listening, focusing, letting her 
downloads consume you and then immediately jumping into 

action.  

+What does my MUSE bring me? This varies from day to day. 
Sometimes it’s a big idea and other times it’s a vision. More 

often then not it’s an energetic state of excitement to help you 
accomplish your tasks/projects that she has already gifted you 
to give you that get-shit- done feeling. Be careful when you get 
that MUSE burst* by paying attention to where you use it! So 
often times it helps us get through chores we don’t want to do 
(like putting up laundry! Ugh!). Make sure you now use it for 

your business!!! 

+Can I make my MUSE come to me? By doing your Life’s 
work, you can encourage your MUSE to come around. But 

because she is a divine energy working with time & space she 
shows up at the most magical hour for you! 
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Affirmation // I know and believe that I will 
meet my MUSE. I am ready to tap into divine 

guidance with my creativity.  

Knowing why you are doing something means 
creating intention & purposeful energy around 

that project. In this first section you will be doing 
a deep dive into the power of tapping in to your 

creativity! 

You will discover why you were drawn to take this 
course, get extremely clear on your goals, and 

maybe even figure out a few blocks that you have. 
Try to stay super present and finish every single 

section. This work leads to big break throughs & 
self mastery!  
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.JOURNAL. 
Why is it important for you to get creative? What called you to 

this course initially? Did you know that was your MUSE in 
your ear? That’s right! That may have been your first conscious 
connection with her! Discuss in length your view of your inner 
creativity and how heightening your creativity could help you 

reach your goals. 
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.JOURNAL. 
How has your creativity been blocked in the past? This is all 

going to change, but use this as a time to gently observe 
projects you have abandoned in the past. 
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Connecting to your individual experience of your 
MUSE energy is thrilling! In this section I want 

you to get to know how your MUSE shows up for 
you.  

Paying attention to when you are creative and 
learning to get excited, stay excited, and execute 

with MUSE energy all starts with being able to 
recognize and connect with this beautiful space.  

In the Q+A section please do not judge yourself 
as you’re answering and journaling your 

thoughts. This is simply an observation process 
meant to help awaken how you truly feel & 

realigning to high vibes! 
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M U S E   Q + A 
When is a time that you recognized a special creative energy? 
Pinpoint & Describe everything that comes up for you when 

thinking back on that energy. 

Have you ever negatively connected yourself to your own 
creativity? I.E. made low vibe statements about how you 

create, or that you aren’t creative… journal about this and 
reaffirm in the positive. 
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List 2 creative projects you’re obsessing over. Go into detail 
on when and how they showed up for you and where you are 
with them now. Have you given up? Are you still working on 
them? If you could complete them what would that mean for 

your life/business? 

Slide 10 discusses using the thoughts that your Muse sends 
you and taking them very seriously. List 3 thoughts that have 
come to you recently that keep coming to you. This is your 

Muse bringing specific direction to your forethoughts!  
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.LEVERAGE YOUR BUSINESS.  

Originality is a gift from your MUSE! Even if you’re in an 
industry that you have been told will be hard to break into, or 

have a big dream to do or create something that seems 
overwhelming, your MUSE will guide you to it and through it. 

Leveraging your business by being original means having 
confidence to trust your intuition, creations and your dreams.  

The beautiful energy of originality means you don’t have to 
force it and that’s such a relief. If you can relax into doing the 

work from soul and heart space, your MUSE will bring you 
original ideas, thoughts, perspectives and so much more. 
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How to be Original in your Niche. 

+ Speak from your experiences/ heart/ truth. I truly 
believe so many of our experiences & encounters through 
out life are lessons to not only help us grow and heal in that 
moment but are tools to further us in our Life Purpose. Use 
your truths to call in success and don’t be afraid to share! 
Everything in your past, your now, and your future is  to 
benefit you. Speak from a positive perspective. Your 
audience will always crave growth and there is nothing more 
original then your unique journey. This is applicable to all 
niches and Life Purpose path’s. Everyone has experienced 
rejection & moved through wild seasons of evolvement and 
people canNOT get enough of transgressions stories. This 
will pull your audience in! 

+Let go of fear.  
There’s nothing like the feeling of being a trail blazer… or is 
there? Have you ever thought maybe you’re fearful of your own 
story, or growth? Maybe originality is intimidating to you 
because you have to be vulnerable or shed a mask that you 
worked so hard to design. Release this by embracing your 
beautiful life. Make an ongoing list of gratitude for the things 
you have been shown & apply them to your business. Make it 
all work.  
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.AUTHENTICITY. 

Authentic means to not imitate. When you’re following your 
deepest desires no one can imitate you! 

The benefits of being authentic: 
People will be inspired by you, buying whatever you’re 

selling. 
Your social media following will grow swiftly.  

Your audience will be obsessed with your confidence & 
crave your vibes. 

Major You Tuber’s, Influencers, and brands that have a large, 
dedicated following are extremely authentic to their brand. 

They do what they love, they work with products they’re 
obsessed with, and they’re devoted to their joy and happiness. 

They only play with what lights them up.  

Who are you?  
How authentic are you?  

What area of your business doesn’t feel as authentic as it 
could? How can you change that? 
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.SHOWING UP. 

Get excited for results girl because all you have to do to get 
them is show up! 

How can you show up every day for your business? 

Remember showing up doesn’t always = showing off.  

Social Media is a huge factor in the modern business world and 
you definitely want to show up for your audience! When you’re 
creating and working with your MUSE the important thing to 

remember is to do the imaginative and inventive work 
BEHIND THE SCENES.  

Showing up can be done in quality or quantity.  You can make 
major strides in 15 minutes a day, or spend 3 hours a day 

figuring something out. BOTH pay off! 

Congratulate yourself for consistently showing up for YOU, 
not just your followers!  
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.SHOWING UP. 

CONSISTENCY = TRUST.  

Your audience, fans, followers, clients and customers are 
craving a connection that only you can provide. Don’t forget 

this! They are around because they are interested in what  you 
do, who you are. 

One of the best ways to do this is with IG stories. I only post 3 
or 4 times a week, but I keep my IG stories consistent because 

people love a journey!  

CONTENT BATCHING 
When your MUSE comes around, get as much done as you 

can! The secret here is to make your MUSE energy last! 
Making a MUSE LIST is a great way to keep you ahead of the 

game & gives you focus for the future! Here are a few 
examples. 

+Write out ideas for captions for social media. 
+Make a list of ideas for videos. 

+Create collages or posts to put on IG video that can be reused 
on days where you don’t want to be on camera. 

+Write emails 
+Snap  photos for your next post or blog.  
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.CREATIVE LEADERSHIP. 

Set yourself apart with your creative downloads from your 
MUSE energy. 

Thinking outside of the box comes from listening to within. 

You have your own unique blueprint that is a beautiful 
combination of your natural gifts and talents.  

USE THEM!  

Leaders are daring, innovative, risk takers, fierce, and they 
make waves! No risk, no glory. 

How can you take a creative risk in your business? 

Evolve from watching everyone else in your niche, to being the 
one everyone watches by trusting. I tend to think of geniuses 
when I reflect on this topic. They are so obsessed with their 

passions, and spend so much time working on their projects, 
business, art, whatever, that they become favored, or rewarded 

with success.  
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.TRANSFORM. 

To be a BOSS, or the Queen B, you must work for it! 
Are you willing to transform into an independent woman who 
listens to her MUSE? Who is inspired by what’s already in her 

heart?  
Learning to listen and trust your MUSE will set you free! No 

more scrolling or subconscious copying.  

It’s time for you to chase your own dream! Answer the 
questions below to get super clear on how to fuel your own 

life!  

+How can you become more independently creative? 

+How often are you self-inspired? 

+When was the last time you focused inward when you wanted 
inspiration (vs. looking for an external muse…)? 

+How can you be the It girl in your niche? Hint> Your 
excitement in a certain area should  be your focus. 

+What scares you the most about being a BOSS? 
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.SIDE HUSTLE TO FULL BLOWN CAREER. 

Time to get intentional! Do you want your Life Purpose to be 
your reality? If so it’s time to get into alignment with that vibe. 
The vibe that this is who you are, this is what makes you happy, 
and that your deepest desires deserve your attention and time. 

These knowings are the fundamental difference between 
women who make it work, and women who think it never will. 

Even if you start winding down the path of your deepest desires 
as a side hustle, set the intention that it will become your 

lifestyle.  

The only difference between side hustle and a full blown career 
is the connection and belief in what you’re doing. Most people  
believe side hustles won’t work out for them, and so as the Law 

of Attraction goes, they usually don’t.  

DECIDE & COMMIT 

You have to start somewhere, so decide NOW to start and 
commit to your obsessions. They will lead you to where you’re 
supposed to go! Add a timestamp to give yourself permission 
to go full steam ahead until then, and check back in on your 

decided date.
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